
                                                                                CLASS NOTES   

CLASS - III   DATE-    

SUBJECT- ENGLISH    TOPIC – CH-4 THE FOUR DRAGONS   (Continue)   

*Write this content in English notebook. B.  

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.   

Q3. How did the dragons help the people on Earth?   

Ans. The dragons helped the people on Earth by scooping up water from the sea and spraying it towards the sky. 

The water fell like raindrops and saved the people.   

Q4. Who punished the dragons and why?   

Ans. The Jade Emperor punished the dragons because they had brought rain to the people on Earth without 

taking his permission.    

Q5. How did the dragons continue to help the people on Earth?   

Ans. The imprisoned dragons turned themselves into rivers so that they could keep the land green and fertile 

and continue to help the people on Earth for the rest of their lives.   

VOCABULARY (Pg.No.58)   

A. Look at the adjectives in the box below. Add the correct adjectives to the nouns in the boxes to describe 

the characters in the story.   

EMPEROR – unkind, selfish, angry   

   

1. The selfish Emperor was not happy to see them.   

   

2. The unkind Emperor didn’t send rain to  the Earth.   

   

3. The angry Emperor punished the dragons.   

                      DRAGONS – Helpful, fearless, scared   

1. The helpful dragons saved the lives of  the people  on the Earth.   

2. The fearless dragons went to the Emperor.   

3. The scared dragons listened to their punishment.   



PEOPLE – hungry, grateful   

1. The hungry people prayed for rain.   

2. The grateful people thanked the dragons.   

   

B. Look at the stars below. If you think the two words are synonyms,  colour  the star green. If you think 

the two words are antonyms,  colour  the star red.   

Green stars – angry, miffed    scared, terrified      hungry, starved       request, plead       old, aged   

Red stars - kind, cruel      upset, happy      notice, ignore      fearless, cowardly      distracted, attentive   

                    Scoop, spray        punish, reward   

    *NOTE: The above content is absolutely prepared at home.   
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